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#1: Picking your patients

concentrations were associated with increased short-term mortality
in some studies,249,250 while levels ,1500 ng/mL had a negative pre-
dictive value of 99% forexcluding three-month all-cause mortality.251

4.4 Combined modalities and scores
In patients with acute PE who appear haemodynamically stable at
diagnosis, no individual clinical, imaging, or laboratory finding has
been shown to predict risk of an adverse in-hospital outcome that
could be considered high enough to justify primary reperfusion.
As a result, various combinations of clinical findings with imaging
and laboratory tests have been proposed and tested in registries
and cohort studies in an attempt to improve risk stratifica-
tion.222,246,254 – 259 The clinical relevance of most of these modalities
and scores, particularly with regard to the therapeutic implications,
remains to be determined; however, the combination of RV dysfunc-
tion on the echocardiogram (or CT angiogram) with a positive
cardiac troponin test256,260 was used as an inclusion criterion in a
recently published randomized thrombolysis trial,261 which enrolled
1006 normotensive patients with acute PE. Patients treated
with standard anticoagulation had a 5.6% incidence of death or
haemodynamic decompensation within the first 7 days following
randomization.253

4.5 Prognostic assessment strategy
For prediction of early (in-hospital or 30-day) outcome in patients
with acute PE, both the PE-related risk and the patient’s clinical
status and comorbidities should be taken into consideration. The def-
inition for level of clinical risk is shown in Table 9. The risk-adjusted
therapeutic strategies and algorithms recommended on the basis of
this classification are discussed in the following section and summar-
ized in Figure 5.

At the stage of clinical suspicion of PE, haemodynamically unstable
patients with shock or hypotension should immediately be identified
as high-risk patients (Figure 2). They require an emergency diagnostic
algorithm as outlined in the previous section and, if PE is confirmed,
primary pharmacological (or, alternatively, surgical or interventional)
reperfusion therapy.

Patients without shock or hypotension are not at high risk of
an adverse early outcome. Further risk stratification should be
considered after the diagnosis of PE has been confirmed, as this
may influence the therapeutic strategy and the duration of the hospi-
talization (see Section 5.8). In these patients, risk assessment should
begin with a validated clinical prognostic score, preferably the PESI or
sPESI, its simplified version, to distinguish between intermediate and
low risk. Around one-third of PE patients are at low risk of an early
adverse outcome as indicated by a PESI Class I or II, or a simplified
PESI of 0. On the other hand, in registries and cohort studies, patients
in PESI Class III–V had a 30-day mortality rate of up to 24.5%,214 and
those with a simplified PESI ≥1 up to 11%.218 Accordingly, normoten-
sive patients inPESIClass≥III ora simplifiedPESI of≥1areconsidered
to constitute an intermediate-risk group. Within this category, further
risk assessment should be considered, focusing on the status of the
RV in response to the PE-induced acute pressure overload. Patients
who display evidence of both RV dysfunction (by echocardiography
or CT angiography) and elevated cardiac biomarker levels in the circu-
lation (particularly a positive cardiac troponin test) shouldbe classified
into an intermediate-high-risk category. As discussed in more detail in
the following section, close monitoring is recommended in these
cases to permit early detection of haemodynamic decompensation
and the need for initiation of rescue reperfusion therapy.253 On the
other hand, patients in whom the RV is normal on echocardiography
or CT angiography and/or cardiac biomarker levels are also normal,
belong to an intermediate-low-risk group.

Table 9 Classification of patients with acute PE based on early mortality risk

Early mortality risk Risk parameters and scores

Shock or
hypotension

PESI class III-V
or sPESI >1a

Signs of RV 
dysfunction on an 

imaging testb

Cardiac laboratory 
biomarkersc

High + (+)d + (+)d

Intermediate
Intermediate–high – + Both positive

Intermediate–low – + Either one (or none) positivee

Low – – Assessment optional; if assessed, 
both negativee

PE ¼ pulmonary embolism; PESI ¼ Pulmonary embolism severity index; RV ¼ right ventricular; sPESI ¼ simplified Pulmonary embolism severity index.
aPESI Class III to V indicates moderate to very high 30-day mortality risk; sPESI ≥1 point(s) indicate high 30-day mortality risk.
bEchocardiographic criteria of RV dysfunction include RV dilation and/or an increased end-diastolic RV–LV diameter ratio (in most studies, the reported threshold value was 0.9 or
1.0); hypokinesia of the free RV wall; increased velocity of the tricuspid regurgitation jet; or combinations of the above. On computed tomographic (CT) angiography (four-chamber
views of the heart), RV dysfunction is defined as an increased end-diastolic RV/LV (left ventricular) diameter ratio (with a threshold of 0.9 or 1.0).
cMarkers of myocardial injury (e.g. elevated cardiac troponin I or -T concentrations in plasma), or of heart failure as a result of (right) ventricular dysfunction (elevated natriuretic
peptide concentrations in plasma).
dNeither calculation of the PESI (or sPESI) nor laboratory testing are considered necessary in patients with hypotension or shock.
ePatients in the PESI Class I– II, or with sPESI of 0, and elevated cardiac biomarkers or signs of RV dysfunction on imaging tests, are also to be classified into the intermediate-low-risk
category. This might apply to situations in which imaging or biomarker results become available before calculation of the clinical severity index.
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When do I escalate therapy for submassive PE?
PE type Need for 

escalation with 
CDT

Special notes

High risk submassive bordering on 
massive: patient looks like they are 

about to crump, or have signs of 
organ hypoperfusion or really bad 

RV (lactate, LFT rise)

Almost always Consider surgical embolectomy or 
systemic lysis

High risk submassive Possibly

Parameters: sPESI=1 or more, RV 
dysfunction (echo or CT), positive 

BNP or troponin, low bleeding risk, 
central thrombus (main or lobar)

Low risk submassive (RV 
dysfunction without biomarker 

elevation or vice versa)
Rare

Exception: young or active patient 
with a lot of clot burden, low risk of 

bleeding, concern for long-term 
pulmonary disability



#2: Minimizing Bleeding 
from Thrombolytic 

Infusion



860 Patient Meta-analysis: Small but Present Bleeding Risk with CDT

Bloomer TL, et al. Catheter Cardiovasc Interv. 2017;89(4):754-760.



How Have the Studies Handled AC around CDT?
Trial Pre-Procedure 

Strategy
Intra-Procedure 

Strategy
Post-Procedure 

Strategy
Bleeding

ULTIMA Bolus heparin, if 
Lovenox or 

fondaparinux, no 
bolus and wait to 

start heparin 
infusion till next 

dose due

Maintain 
therapeutic heparin 

(anti-Xa 0.3-0.7)

Discretion of 
treating team

0 major bleeds
0 intracranial 

bleeds

SEATTLE 2 Not published, 
heparin implied

aPTT 40-60 Discretion of 
treating team

17 major bleeds
0 intracranial 

bleeds
PERFECT Not published, 

heparin implied
300-500 U 

heparin/hour
Discretion of 
treating team

0 major bleeds
0 intracranial 

bleeds
OPTALYSE Heparin 300-500 U 

heparin/hour
Discretion of 
treating team

5 major bleeds
2 intracranial 

bleeds



Conundrums from the Data

• No standard periprocedural AC in these studies
• Number of patients not large enough in any of the studies to choose 

1 regimen over another 
• No clear association between AC regimen and rate of bleeding, 

partially due to confounders
• Only level 1 data comes from a DVT (ATTRACT), not PE study



Thrombolysis
Checklist

• Coumadin®? Yes No
• Lovenox®? Yes No
• Aspirin? Yes No
• Plavix®? Yes No



The NYU Strategy

• PERT alert à discussion of PE severity à massive or submassive à
heparin GTT

• If patient goes for CDT à heparin GTT continued with a goal anti-Xa
of 0.3-0.5 (therapeutic, but at the lower end)

• Avoid exceeding 1 mg/hour of tPA
• In most cases, <24 mg is sufficient
• Restart therapeutic dosing when sheaths are pulled
• DOAC within 24-48 hours



#3: Simple technical 
tips for the 

intervention



Try to figure out the status of the patient’s right ventricle (RA, RV, PA 
pressures)



A Cobra catheter works well to get into the right PA



Wires, catheters, etc. 

• Start with an exchange length medium stiffness wire (Rosen)
• Most useful catheter for me is a 100 cm Berenstein/Kumpe
• Once in place, switch for an exchange length Amplatz
• Place the infusion catheters (standard or EKOS) and their sheaths over 

the Amplatz into position
• If using a mechanical device (e.g. Indigo), try to get your long sheath 

to follow as far as possible, especially on the right



#4: Handling 
Hemodynamic 

Decompensation on the 
Table



Involve Savvy (Cardiac?) Anesthesiologists for 
High-Risk Submassive and Massive Patients



Have ECMO at the Ready



#5: Handling 
Complications of 
Mechanical Work



Use a Flow-Directed Balloon Catheter 
for Large-Bore PA Work

Resnick, et al. JVIR. 2016.



Do Not Bareback in the PA

FDA-approved in 
the periphery 

(6F)

Barjaktarevic I, et al. J Radiol Case Rep. 2014;8(2):30-36.



Aspiration: Monitor Blood Loss



#6: Follow your outcomes



Summary

• Pick your patients carefully
• Bleeding: Know your patient’s bleeding risk, develop an 

institutional protocol
• Hemodynamic decompensation on your table: engage CT surgery 

and anesthesiology
• Mechanical work 

⎼ Balloon-tipped catheters for large-bore access
⎼ Do not bareback
⎼ Monitor blood loss if using powerful aspiration device 



Thank you
Akhilesh.Sista@nyulangone.org


